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Research
A Riot of Wood Frogs
More than a decade has passed since I first stood, mesmerized,
beside a small roadside pond in west Anchorage, Alaska, listening to the
hiccupy love songs of Alaskan frogs. Not coincidentally, that same spring and
summer I joined a couple of dozen other locals in our community’s first-ever
census of Rana sylvatica, the wood frog. I spent much of the city’s warmest
months pursuing a mysterious presence that swims and hops among us,
barely noticed.
All these years later, it still seems something of a miracle that any amphibian inhabits the far north. Though few people seem aware of its presence, the
wood frog is among Alaska’s most remarkable inhabitants. You want amazing?
Consider how they survive Alaska’s winters.
University of Alaska Fairbanks researcher Brian Barnes and his students
are largely responsible for the little that’s known about the wintering adaptations of far north frogs. Several years ago, Barnes and some graduate students
decided to follow the movements of wood frogs by attaching tiny radio transmitters to their bodies. Besides hopping as far as a quarter mile or more from
breeding waters—no small feat for such a little critter—all six radio-tagged
frogs survived a Fairbanks winter while huddled beneath snow and soil.
“All of them dug into the soil, but not deeply,” Barnes later reported.
“They were about one inch deep in leaf litter, three to four inches deep in
sphagnum moss, or just barely buried in sand.” The insulating abilities of
snow kept ground temperatures at 20 to 23 degrees even as air temperatures
sank to minus 40 or 50 degrees below 0 Fahrenheit.
	In an experiment he didn’t intend, Barnes left several other frogs in an
uninsulated crate outside his home and then forgot about his subjects. Temperatures fell to minus 10 degrees, freezing them solid. Barnes naturally figured the frogs were dead meat. But when moved inside his heated garage, the
frozen bodies gradually thawed. As they defrosted, the frogs began to twitch,
then hop around.
	Scientists don’t fully understand the mechanisms at work, but they
believe the animals survive such frogcicle states through a biochemical process that converts body starches to glucose. In flooding a wood frog’s cells,
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the glucose somehow prevents frozen body tissue
from being lethal. Eyes,
brain, heart, everything
freezes, then later thaws,
no harm done. This physiological marvel, combined
with snow’s insulating
abilities, enables wood
frogs to survive the extreme
cold of Interior and Arctic
Alaska’s winters. Making
it through Anchorage’s A wood frog freezes, then thaws, no harm done. It
winters is by comparison a then hops around the neighborhood for any kind of
puddle it can find. Jordan Metzgar
piece of cake.
	Once thawed in spring,
the frogs head for water. There, sometime in April, May, or June, males and
females mate to produce gelatinous globs of eggs. In only a few days’ time, the
eggs become tadpoles, which in turn gradually morph into frogs. Those small
frogs will then abandon the place of their birth, as did their parents before
them, and spend several weeks hopping about the neighborhood and feeding
on insects until it’s time to hunker down for winter. And the cycle repeats
itself.
This happens all over Anchorage. Which leads to another amazing thing
about wood frogs. Though many are born in lakes and ponds, others enter
life in vernal pools, which are small ephemeral bodies of water that dry up
by the summer. These may be woodland puddles, roadside ditches, or even
deep, rutted tire tracks. I know that wood frogs will live in such pools because
I’ve heard them singing in a roadside pond beside Anchorage’s international airport and in small, swampy—temporary—pools beside the city’s
Coastal Trail.
	I’ve also found them in a flooded meadow inside the city’s Bicentennial
Park; in marshes beside Northern Lights Boulevard; and in the Hillside lakes
area, roadside puddles behind Potter Marsh, black-spruce wetlands behind
the YWCA, and the small pond beside the parking lot at Point Woronzof. To
me, this is way beyond cool; each time I hear the hiccupy songs, they stop me
in my tracks.
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	One more marvel: Rana sylvatica is the world’s only cold-blooded vertebrate to inhabit the Arctic. During a trip into the Brooks Range several years
ago, a friend of mine stumbled across a wood frog while squishing his way
through an alpine tundra wetland, only a couple of miles from the Arctic
Divide. He was startled; I was ecstatic—and then disappointed that the frog
disappeared before I could see it.

Close Encounter
I recently had another memorable meeting with wood frogs. To call the
encounter unexpected wouldn’t be quite right; I hoped, even expected, to
hear a singing frog or two (though most researchers and literature liken the
male frog’s calls to a “duck-like quack,” to my ears they more closely resemble
a hiccupy gulp). What follows is my experience, as best as I can reconstruct it
from memory and journal notes jotted soon afterward:
	Still anxious to hear the season’s first frog songs, I drive from my Turnagain neighborhood to Point Woronzof, knowing from past years that its pond
is among the first each spring to echo with the calls of lovesick males.
Even before I leave the car, it’s clear that something special is happening
in the pond. Wood frog monitors have developed a “calling intensity index”
to qualitatively grade the number of singing frogs. The scale goes from 0 (no
frogs calling) to 3, a “full chorus” in which calls are “constant, continuous,
and overlapping.”
	Never, in a decade of listening to Anchorage frogs, have I heard a louder,
fuller, or more frenzied chorus. Simply put, the calling is off the charts, though
it’s early afternoon on a sun-drenched day, when the temperatures are already
in the 60s. According to those who know them best, wood frogs normally call
most aggressively after twilight. In fact, standard North American protocol
requires frog-watch participants to monitor calls a half-hour after sunset.
Given the length of Alaska’s spring and early summer days, the protocol is
relaxed here. Still, late evening is generally recognized as the best time to hear
frogs sing. Yet here they are, going crazy in bright sunshine and midday heat.
The hiccuped calls are so loud, so frequent and overlapping, that there is no
way I can estimate their number, except to say “a bunch.”
Leaving Coya, my mixed collie, in the car, I step to the water’s edge, close
my eyes, and simply breathe in the love songs. Then I proceed to the south
end, where most of the calls appear to originate. Walking as quietly as possible,
I round a thicket of alders and take some tentative steps toward the pond.
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	I’ve always found the wood frog to be a secretive, elusive, and easily spooked critter. Often they’ll stop calling or dive for the bottom at the
slightest noise. But on this bright afternoon, the frogs must be totally absorbed
in their own frenzied mating rituals. Of course, amphibians are hardly the
only creatures to be driven to distraction by sex.
A few feet from shore, I am greeted by a riot of frogs. Or an explosion. I’ve
read online that wood frogs are “explosive breeders,” and now I better understand the term. They are everywhere, it seems: singly, in pairs, and in small
groups. And none makes a dash for cover. Some frogs crouch in the shallows,
others float in deeper water, front and back legs splayed in what appears to
be a relaxed pose. There’s no actual mating that I can see, but some appear to
have strong interest in others, as they move in a hop and frog-stroke sort of
watery pursuit.
Because they’re moving about, it’s hard to get a specific count. But I would
guess between 15 and 20 frogs sit and swim before me, all within 15 feet or less
of shoreline. Measuring two to three inches with legs extended, they range in
color from brown or bronze to a bright, coppery orange. Each wears a dark
band across its face, the species’ so-called eye mask. Beneath that mask, a thin,
whitish “lip line” runs along their mouths.
To see even one frog in an Anchorage pond often strikes me as something
of a miracle. But this orgy of frogs is so out of place, it strains the imagination.
This would be an amazing sight even in the tropics.
Here’s something equally amazing to me: at least a dozen cars rest in the
parking lot. Yet for all the frogs’ loud and persistent calling, no one else comes
to find out what’s happening. On the one hand, this saddens me. On the
other hand, I realize this may be a good thing, and that’s why I don’t call
anyone over. I’d hate for these blissed-out frogs to be unnecessarily chased or
otherwise harassed (though at other times and places I’ve done my share of
frog chasing).
Continuing my watch, I eventually notice several black, rounded clumps
“hanging” in the water. These are gobs of eggs already deposited by the females;
eventually they will produce hundreds, if not thousands of tadpoles. This too
is a surprise. Only a week ago, I found no signs of frogs here. The eggs suggest
the mating is already mostly done. But if so, then what’s this ruckus about?
Though I’ve heard and seen wood frogs many times in recent years, I have
never caught males in the act of calling. Now, finally, at the edge of this pond,
I have. Their sides bulge out, then deflate. Bulge, deflate, bulge, deflate, over
and over and over.
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	I suppose that if I had enough patience and observed them long enough, I
could identify the singers and figure out the male-to-female ratio. Alas, Coya
waits in the car; a walk beckons. After 15 minutes or so I reluctantly leave the
frogs, sure I won’t see anything like this again this year, maybe ever.
When I return an hour later, a few frogs continue to call, but it’s nothing like before. And when I return the following day, a strong, gusting wind
rushes across the pond. No frogs sing.
—Bill Sherwonit

Anchorage nature writer Bill Sherwonit is the author of thirteen books. His
website is www.billsherwonit.alaskawriters.com.
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